
 
 
 

 
QUANTUM LOOP 

 

 

 

 

Conscious Tech is about the interface between our conscious mind (intent) and 

the Quantum Field. We are constantly connected to the Quantum Field along with 

our subconscious which specifically allows us to receive and transmit billions of 



pieces of information throughout the day without needing to focus on a 

particular task. 

 

How often have we arrived at a destination without remembering the journey in 

detail? 

 

  
 

An essential part of the Orynoco Conscious Tech production includes preparing 

copper with a super-oxide coating. During this preparation and at post 

production stage the layers are infused with multiple information fields. Each tiny 

irregular piece of super-oxide coated copper then has its own qualities and when 

combined a larger field of accessible information is generated.  

 

Applying our conscious intent to the generated field will produce a response. 

Setting the intent to re-balance our energetic fields to the most beneficial, 

optimum effect will connect us with the information fields and so the process is 

stimulated and initiated, thereby amplifying the effect of the field.  

 

Orynoco has combined the multi-layered superoxide coated copper pieces into a 

versatile fabric loop that looks similar to a yoga belt.  

 

We call this a Quantum Loop. 

 

 

  



Using The Quantum Loop (QL) 
Our experiments have shown that the quality of the space inside the shape the 

loop creates will change as the boundary is redefined.  

 

Circles provide a great space for relaxation and 

going deep inside oneself. They provoke a very 

calming response from the user, which can occur in a 

standing or sitting position. This shape is the most 

versatile all-rounder. Ideal for post yoga relaxing, 

meditation, using with children and for taking time 

out to de-stress at any point during the day. Regular 

use produces response times varying from a few 

minutes or less, allowing the user to continue and 

increase the intensity over anything from 5 to 60 

minutes. 

 

Squares and rectangles provoke a very grounding 

effect in the electrical energy of the body. Ideal for 

use when completing Chi Kung or similar single 

position energy and physical workouts.  

 

Triangles produce a much more energetic field for working with stronger 

energetic and physical stances or shaking.  

 

Merkaba can be made using 2 Quantum Loops – producing a cosmic field for 

deeper meditations or experiences.  

 

 

 

https://www.mylifeforceenergy.com/using-conscious-tech/?tab=QUANTUM-LOOP#ql-geometrics-video


 

The Quantum Loop can also be used to focus 

information fields on a particular point of the body 

such as a knee or elbow injury. Our experiences show 

the Loop re-balances the natural energetic fields 

allowing the body to use additional, supportive 

information. This is not always an instant process but 

rather one that needs application and intent. The 

stronger the focus the quicker the balancing. Many 

people have used the Loop on problem areas 

overnight with great effect.  

 

Wrap It around any part of your body and wear it  

during the day or night. The irregular spacings 

between the encased pieces of copper will create a 

dynamic field flow which will activate movement of 

energy within the body. 

 

Animals and pets respond very well to the Quantum Loop. They can access the 

information fields easily without any mental resistance. The Loop can be used to 

wrap round an injured area or placed in a circle around  them. 

 

The conscious intent expressed by the user is far more powerful than we can 

imagine. Use your intuition and creativity with the Loop it is an incredibly 

versatile tool that you can travel with and use anywhere.  

 

See Quantum Loop User Experiences being shared. 

 

 

Additional Uses For Your Quantum Loop 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mylifeforceenergy.com/user-experiences-testimonials/?toggle=Quantum-Loop#QL
https://www.mylifeforceenergy.com/using-conscious-tech/?tab=QUANTUM-LOOP#ql-cocoon-video

